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Analysis of Rerouting in Circuit-Switched Networks
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Abstract—Dynamic routing has been adopted in circuit-switched networks in many parts of the world. Most of
the routing algorithms used are least loaded routing (LLR)
based for its simplicity and efficiency. Rerouting is the practice of
routing calls on alternate paths back to direct paths or to other less
congested alternate paths. It allows the continuous redistribution
of network loads for the relief of the congestion on direct paths.
In this paper, we present an original analysis of an LLR-based
rerouting scheme. Through numerical examples and confirmation
by computer simulation, the throughput gain of rerouting is
established.
Index Terms—Circuit-switched networks, dynamic routing,
least loaded routing, rerouting.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE BASIC idea of dynamic routing in a circuit-switched
network is to increase throughput by routing calls to alternate paths when the direct path is blocked. However, the use of
alternate paths usually consumes more network resources as the
path length, in hops, is usually longer. Therefore, indiscriminate
use of alternate paths could lead to the decrease of the network
throughput and even network instability, as many of the previous
research studies had shown [22], [2], [28], [27].
In recent years, a variety of approaches to alternate routing
networks have been developed. AT&T has used a decentralized nonhierarchical routing strategy, called dynamic nonhierarchical routing (DNHR) [3] for a number of years. DNHR is
a time-dependent routing scheme that increases network efficiency by taking advantage of the noncoincidence of busy hours
in a large-toll network. Dynamically controlled routing (DCR),
a routing scheme developed by Bell Northern Research, uses a
central processor to track the busy–idle status of network trunks
and determine the best alternate route choices based on status
data collected every ten seconds [9], [8]. Dynamic alternate
routing (DAR) was developed by British Telecom and uses a
simple decentralized learning approach to adaptive routing [15],
[29]. When the direct trunk group is busy, the two-link alternate
path used last time is chosen for the overflow call. If the alternate path is busy, the overflow call is blocked and a new alternate
path is selected at random for the next overflow call. Taking advantage of the fact that it is feasible to monitor channel occupancies and make routing decisions on a call-by-call basis, AT&T
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recently adopted a new routing scheme called real-time network
routing (RTNR) [4]. In RTNR, if a direct path is blocked, the call
will be routed to the least loaded two-link alternate path. It was
shown that this practice can improve the network connection
availability while simultaneously reducing the network costs.
One major focus of dynamic routing research is to determine
the “right” choice of alternate paths for overflow calls [27]. The
idea is to balance the traffic load among the alternate paths as
much as possible while not loading any of them into congestion. Over the years, researchers have learned that the simple
least loaded routing (LLR) with trunk reservation can provide
significant throughput gain over fixed routing while other more
elaborate approaches (e.g., Markov decision process) can only
provide marginal throughput gain [17], [18]. This is probably
the reason LLR was chosen as the basis of RTNR in the AT&T
Network.
In dynamic routing, a routing decision must be made at callarrival time based on the network information available at that
time. However, a decision once made is final. One method to
increase the throughput of the traditional dynamic routing is to
redistribute network load to eliminate traffic hot spots or bottlenecks. Rerouting (also called call repacking) is the practice
whereby calls on alternate paths can be rerouted back to direct paths or to other less congested alternate paths as situation
warrants. Previous studies on rerouting for network of different
kinds can be found in [1], [16], [18], [31], [14], [39], [23], [7],
[37], [20], [32]. In [18] and [23], rerouting is studied in virtual-circuit packet-switched networks and in circuit-switched
wavelength-division-multiplexed all-optical networks, respectively. In [14], an “intentional” rerouting, which is not “forcibly”
triggered by a failure, was considered in asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) networks. The paper showed that rerouting can
be implemented smoothly in ATM networks. This means that
rerouting can ensure not only first-in-first-out (FIFO) but also
integrity of cells. Thus, it can be completely transparent to the
upper layers of the communicating processes. In [39], a dynamic
virtual-path rearrangement scheme was proposed and a strategy
based on the scheme was presented for ATM network provisioning. The robustness of this scheme was demonstrated by
simulations not only against the forecast errors, but also against
changes in transport-network and virtual-path-network structures. Note that as far as fixed route and dedicated bandwidth
to users are concerned, a virtual path in ATM networks is very
similar to a circuit in circuit-switched networks.
In advanced cellular networks, rerouting is realized in the
handoff process [21]. In other words, during a handoff, a call
is rerouted from one base-station/mobile-switching-center to
another base-station/mobile-switching-center. In an overlaying
cellular network [7], [20] with a mix of micro- and macro-cells,
a call in a macro-cell which was previously overflowed from a
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circuits, i.e., the least loaded alternate path, as in LLR routing.
If all alternate paths are full, the call is blocked.
The implementation of rerouting in a network requires
the making of routing decisions on a call-by-call basis. This
was shown to be feasible by the AT&T’s RTNR [4] using
stored-program control switches interconnected through a
common channel signaling (CCS) network. Aside from a
slightly more complicated software control and more signaling
traffic, no hardware modification to the switching system is
envisaged for implementing rerouting.
Fig. 1.

Alternate path of a node pair.

II. ANALYSIS OF REROUTING
micro-cell is rerouted back to the micro-cell whenever possible.
In addition, the technique of rerouting was also used on the
Internet [32]. The University of Southern California took a test
of rerouting many Internet address queries to a computer in the
university, instead of letting them go to a US government-sponsored central facility in Herndon, Virginia, that usually handles
the traffic. Research for rerouting in circuit-switched networks
can be found in [16], [37], [38]. A simple rerouting scheme
was studied in [16] through simulation while in [37] another
simple rerouting scheme was analyzed. In [38], a taxonomy of
rerouting was studied.
One purpose of rerouting is to redistribute network load from
time to time so as to free up more capacity for direct path calls.
For example, if a channel has just been freed up in link AC due
to a call departure (Fig. 1), then a call on an alternate path (path
ABC) can be rerouted back to link AC. Doing so would free
up one channel each on links AB and AC and thus throughput
can be increased. The focus of this paper is on an original analysis of the LLR-based rerouting rule in a symmetrical fully connected network. This analysis is based on the Erlang fixed-point
model first applied to state-dependent dynamic routing by Wong
and Yum [33], in which LLR was analyzed. While significantly
reducing the computational effort, the model was shown to be
quite accurate. Subsequent applications of this approach appeared in [24]–[26], [5], [10], [11], [34], [35], [30], [36], [12],
[13]. This approach has also been applied for analyzing the
AT&T network [6], and the simulation studies of RTNR [6] revealed that RTNR single-service voice network can be designed
adequately using the approach for preplanned dynamic routing.
Two assumptions were used in these models and remain used in
this paper: link independence and Poisson overflow traffic, that
is, the direct-path traffic overflowing to alternate paths. In addition, we assume the rerouted traffic, that is, the alternate path
traffic rerouted back to direct paths, is also Poisson. As before,
verification by computer simulation is done here as well.
Many versions of rerouting are possible [38]. Our focus is
on a very simple one [38] as follows. A new arriving call will
be routed to its (one-link) direct path X first if there is a free
channel on that path. If path X is blocked, one alternate call on
path X, if any, is picked randomly and rerouted back to its direct
path (if possible) to make room for the new call. If the rerouting
of this alternate call is unsuccessful, another alternate call on
path X is picked at random and so on. If none of the alternate
calls on path X can be rerouted, the overflow call is routed to
a (two-link) alternate path with the maximum number of free

Consider an -node fully connected and uniformly loaded
network where all links consist of channels. Let
be the occupancy state of a link where and are the numbers of
direct and alternate calls on a link, respectively. Let
be the state probability. Let
be the rate of direct-path offered
be the rate of overflow traffic from a
traffic to a link and
link to other links. Let both these traffic streams be Poisson processes and let the call service time be exponentially distributed
with mean equal to one time unit. We restrict our choice of alternate paths to those of two links only and let be the number
of two-link alternate paths. Note that is a system selection pafor the fully conrameter and the maximum value of is
, intermediate nodes of overnected network. For
flowed paths are selected at random. The resulting network is,
therefore, still symmetrical. It is well known that, if no suitable
control is taken, the number of alternate path calls may dominate, resulting in significant reduction of network capacity [28].
It is also well known that trunk reservation, i.e., reserving the
last unoccupied channels in a link for direct-route calls only,
is an effective means of maintaining the network in the high ca, and
be the state space, the set of
pacity mode. Let ,
direct call blocking states, and the set of alternate call blocking
states, respectively:
(1)
(2)
(3)
With the symmetric and uniform traffic assumption, our analysis can be simplified to a single-link Poisson process with
servers. Fig. 2(a) shows the system state transition diagram and
Fig. 2(b) shows all possible transitions and their rates for an ar. Consider link
at state . Let
and
bitrary state
represent the direct and alternate call arrival rates on a link and
and
represent the direct and alternate call deparlet
full, alterture rates. When a new call arrives and finds link
on that link will be randomly picked
nate calls (e.g., call
up and examined to see if rerouting can be performed so as to
represents the rerouting
accommodate the new call. Let
traffic rates from a link. On the other hand, a rerouting introduces an alternate call departure on the other leg of the alter, as well as a direct call arriving on link
nate path, i.e., link
. Let
represent the alternate call departure rate due to
represent direct call arrival rate due to
rerouting and let
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2) Deriving
: Consider a tagged link carrying alternate
be the event that the alternate calls come from
calls. Let
direct paths. At first sight, this is equivalent to the classical combinational problem of finding the probability that boxes are
boxes at random.
occupied when balls are thrown into
But a closer observation reveals that the balls are less likely to
fall into empty boxes. Let us see why. We can distinguish two
types of direct paths contributing traffic to the alternate paths.
The first type, denoted as ordinary direct paths, are those which
do not currently have alternate path calls on the tagged link.
These correspond to the empty boxes. The second type, denoted
as the overflow direct paths, are those currently having alternate
path calls carried on the tagged link. These correspond to the occupied boxes. It was found that these alternate calls have some
kind of self-aggregate property in the sense that the overflow
calls are more likely to come from those overflow direct paths.
Therefore, some modification to the urn problem is needed to
capture this self-aggregate effect. We start from the following
recursive argument by relating the case of “ alternate calls” to
alternate calls” as follows:
that of the “
the additional alt. call comes from
an ordinary direct path
the additional alt. call comes from an
overflow direct path

(5)

Fig. 2.

State transition diagram for rerouting.

rerouting. In the following sections, we will drive the state tran,
,
,
,
,
sition rates exiting from state , i.e.,
and
, respectively.
A. Alternate Traffic Rate
To derive
in terms of
’s, we need to obtain the the
,
, and
, as follows.
intermediate system parameters
1) Deriving : When a new call arrives and finds the direct
path blocked, the call will overflow from that link. The overflow
consists of two components.
traffic from a link with rate
The first component represents new calls finding all channels on
the direct link being occupied by direct path calls. The second
alternate path
component comes from new calls finding
direct path calls but the direct paths of these
calls and
calls are all full. Under this situation, these alternate path
calls cannot be rerouted to their direct paths to make room for
the new calls and these new calls have to overflow onto their
be the probability that all the direct paths
alternate paths. Let
corresponding to the alternate path calls are full. Then the
can be expressed as
overflow rate
direct call is blocked on the direct link
(4)

where we assume that the overflow direct paths remain full for
is the probability that an ordithe additional call, and
nary direct path is chosen to join the existing set of the overflow
direct paths for the additional alternate call. This equation can be
and
solved using the initial condition
for
.
, we have
Returning to the derivation of
all direct paths corresponding to the
path calls on the tagged link are full
all

alt.

direct paths are full
(6)

denote the probability that a particular direct path L
Let
corresponding to one (or more) of the alternate paths calls on
the tagged link are full given that there are such direct paths.
Recall that links are assumed to be statistically independent.
can be further expressed as
Therefore,
(7)
: To derive
, let us consider the
3) Deriving
rerouting of alternate calls back to the direct path L. Note that
when a rerouting attempt occurs, the direct (path) link is more
likely to be in a high occupancy state, as otherwise alternate
routing would not take place in the first place. Therefore, the
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direct link occupancy as seen by a rerouting attempt is no
longer . Here, for simplicity, we choose to approximate it to
be

, can be obtained by removing the condition on the second
link to be
(12)

(8)
otherwise

where

represents the number of calls in link

at state .

B. Rerouting Traffic Rate

or .
by assuming the occupancy is always at either
. Note that for all cases
Therefore, we have
matches the simulation results well and
we tried,
also much better than the results obtained from the steady state
(the probability of the direct link
distribution, i.e.,
can be better estibeing fully occupied). In other words,
’s. We have obtained so far
and hence
mated through
and
in terms of ’s. We are now ready to derive
.
4) Deriving : Consider a particular alternate path. Let the
number of occupied channels on the first link be and that on
the second link be . Then, the number of available circuits
on that path is
. When the direct path is full,
the LLR routing will direct the call to the alternate path with the
maximum number of free circuits. When there is more than one
such path, choose one at random.
Consider a particular link AC as shown in Fig. 1. If this link
will be routed randomly to
is full, the overflow calls of rate
one of the LLR’s. Let there be a total of such paths. Then the
alternate path load of AC that falls on a particular LLR, say path
.
ABC, is
Let
be the probability that a two-link alternate path has
or more occupied circuits. Then, with the assumption that links
are independent, we have

If a new call between nodes A and B finds link AB full but
has in it one or more alternate calls, i.e., the link is in state
, then it will cause an alternate call to be rerouted to its
direct path if there is a vacant channel in that direct path. In this
way, the new direct call can be accommodated on link AB. This
. Therefore, the corresponding
occurs with probability
from
to
is
transition rate

otherwise

(13)

is the set of
where
rerouting states. As far as link AB is concerned, one direct call
comes in and one alternate call departs, leaving the total number
of calls unchanged.
C. Direct-Path Traffic Rate
The rerouted traffic from alternate paths transforms into
“extra” direct-path traffic in direct links. Assuming the alternate
calls for rerouting are randomly chosen, the rerouted traffic rate
in a link is simply
. There are two
issues to note. First, when a rerouting occurs, the distribution
of trunk occupancy on the direct link seen by a rerouted call
can be obtained from (8) and is given by

(9)
(14)
.
where
Given that path ABC has occupied circuits, the probability
that
other alternate paths also have occupied
alternate paths
circuits each and each of the remaining
has more than occupied circuits is given by

This means that the states for which rerouting can take place are
. Therefore, the effective rerouted traffic
seen by these states is
rate

(10)

(15)

is the probability that an alternate path has
where
exactly occupied circuits. Therefore, given that path ABC has
occupied circuits, the amount of traffic that gets routed from
AC to alternate path ABC is

(11)
, where
denotes
Given that link AB is in state
set minus set , the alternate traffic rate at state , denoted as

otherwise.

possible
Second, the extra direct traffic in a link comes from
links and each link contributes part of the direct traffic which is
equivalent to the rerouted traffic rate of that link, i.e., . But
links also has
possible links for rerouted
each of these
to
traffic to go into, or, in other words, has a probability
choose the tagged link. Therefore, the extra direct traffic rate
due to rerouting is

(16)
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The direct-path traffic rate at state is the sum of direct-path
offered rate and extra direct traffic rate due to rerouting and is
given by
(17)
otherwise.
D. Service Rates

and

The rerouting of alternate calls in a link, say
, (due to new
call arrivals on that link) causes “extra” departures in another
, since an alternate call lies on a two-link alternate
link, say
has
possible alternate path
path. However, since link
traffic on it and its companion link such as AB also has
possible links on which its alternate paths can possibly lies, the
, is
alternate call departure rate due to rerouting,

Fig. 3. Call blocking probability P of rerouting against M for m
19 and N = 20.

= 3, 

=

III. DISCUSSION

(18)

is the normalized rate of “extra” departures since
where
. The service
rerouting only happens under the condition
for alternate calls at state is increased to
rate
(19)
as it should be. Moreover,
As a check,
.
the service rate of direct calls at state is simply
E. System Equations
Therefore, for state
given by

, the global balance equation is

We study the performance of rerouting under fully connected symmetric networks by numerical examples. Computer
simulation results are also obtained and compared. The 95%
confidence intervals have all been set to a size smaller than
the markers on the figures (by varying the duration of simulation) and are therefore not shown. The results of LLR
without rerouting based on the model in [33] are presented for
comparison.
We will first demonstrate how link independency and Poisson
traffic assumptions affect the accuracy of our analysis and see
how the alternate and the rerouting traffic affect the validity of
these assumptions. Then we will compare the performance of
rerouting to that of LLR. Moreover, we will validate other assumptions in the paper by showing the network internal parameters from simulation. Finally, we will compare the computational effort of simulation and analysis.
A. Checking Link Independency and Poisson Traffic
Assumptions

(20)
for
.
with the understanding that
and denote the set of traffic rates
Let denote the set of
,
,
,
,
,
and
. Equation (20) can be
and can be expressed as
using
expressed as
the equations derived in this section. Thus, we have formulated
our analysis as a fixed point model [27] which can be solved
by the successive over-relaxation (SOR) method with the set
and
in each
of traffic rates and probabilities obtained by
iteration.
Finally, with the assumption of link independence, the
end-to-end call blocking probability of LLR-based rerouting is
given by
direct call is blocked on the direct link
all alternate paths are blocked
(21)

Fig. 3 shows the end-to-end call blocking probability
of LLR-based rerouting as a function of the number of netwith a fixed number of alternate paths
,
work nodes
and
. Besides simulation and analytical results, we also obtain the end-to-end call blocking probability
(sim), but with the network variables
using (21), denoted as
and ’s) obtained by the simulation. This is for checking
the impact of the link independence assumption to the accuracy
(sim) as an appropriate measure
of the analysis. We regard
for this test because 1) it contains multiplication terms of all
alternate path blocking probabilities and will magnify the link
dependence effect (if any), and 2) it avoids the effect of Poisson
traffic assumption, which is the other main approximation in the
(sim) is only affected
paper. In other words, the accuracy of
by the link independence assumption. It is seen that for both
and
cases, the curve of simulation and the curve of
(sim) converge with the increase of . This means that as
increases, the link independence assumption (or approximaexhibits the
tion) becomes increasingly valid. Interestingly,
same trend (i.e., the analytical model is more accurate for large
) but is more accurate than
(sim). This indicates that the
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(a)

less the dependencies among the links. Consequently, both
types of main approximations become more valid and hence
the analytical model also become more accurate. On the other
hand, it is found that for
the amount of alternate traffic
and to 70% for
,
increases from 10% to 55% for
while the amount of rerouting traffic increases from 3% to 16%
and 21% for
. This increase of alternate and
for
rerouting traffic induces higher link dependency and consequently higher discrepancy between simulation and analytical
results. Moreover, the alternate and rerouting traffic types are
known to be more bursty than Poisson traffic. Therefore, as
these two traffic increase, the Poisson assumption causes more
analytical error.
Fig. 4(c) shows the average alternate traffic rate as a fraction of carried direct traffic rate for LLR, i.e., without rerouting.
Comparing Fig. 4(a)–(c), it is found that rerouting can reduce
. For
the amount of alternate traffic for all cases with
, rerouting, however, does not help much in reducing alternate traffic.
B. Rerouting Performance

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4. Average alternate traffic and average rerouting traffic rates against  .
(a) Average alternate rate/carried direct traffic against  . (b) Average rerouting
rate/carried direct traffic against  . (c) Average alternate rate/carried direct
traffic against  for LLR.

two types of main approximations appear to compensate each
other. In addition, the analysis is seen to be more accurate for
. This will be explained in the next figure. In the following,
and
unless otherwise specified.
we set
Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the average alternate traffic rate
and the average rerouting traffic rate (i.e.,
(i.e.,
as a fraction of carried direct traffic rate on a
(1- Pr [direct call is blocked on the direct link])
link, i.e.,
, against
or, from (4),
for different combinations of
,
,
and
.
, the amount of alternate traffic
First, it is seen that for
is only 10% of the carried direct traffic while the amount of
rerouting traffic is less than 3%. This explains why in Fig. 3,
the analytical results always match well with simulation for
since, intuitively, the less alternate/rerouting traffic, the

of
Fig. 5 shows the end-to-end call blocking probability
LLR-based rerouting as a function of direct-path offered traffic
for
,
, and
, respectively, with
rate
and without trunk reservation. Note that lines represent analytical results while marks represent simulation results. It is seen
that the analytical results match well with the simulation results
for rerouting. It is also seen that the performance of LLR can
always be improved by adding rerouting. Comparing the analytical and simulation results of rerouting in Fig. 5(a)–(c), it is
found that as increases, the discrepancy between simulation
but increases for
.
and analysis keeps very small for
inThis is attributed to the increase in link dependency as
and will be further explained in later figures.
creases for
,
Comparing the analytical results of LLR and rerouting at
it is seen that rerouting can maintain network stability without
trunk reservation. In fact, minimum blocking probability occurs
in the case of rerouting.
at
Fig. 6 shows the call blocking probability of rerouting as a
with
, and with
for LLR and
function of
for rerouting, respectively. It is found that as increases
from 3 to 10, call blocking using rerouting is reduced at fixed
loading while for LLR routing the blocking probability is nearly
constant. This shows that rerouting has the added advantage of
sizing efficiency in addition to trunking efficiency.
C. Checking the Accuracy of Internal Parameters
1) Checking the “self-aggregate” assumption: We now ex’s.
amine the “self-aggregate” assumption in deriving
For simplicity, we look at the average value (i.e.,
, denoted as AV , for a given value of . Fig. 7
compares the simulation and analytical results of AV for
and
. It is seen that our modified urn model
matches well with the simulation results. We also plotted
the unbiased/normal urn model, which can be obtained by
in (5), and it is seen to be a less accurate
setting
.
description of
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Fig. 7.

AV[ ] against a for m = 5 and 

= 19.

Fig. 5. Call blocking probability P of rerouting against offered traffic rate
 . (a) m 1. (b) m = 3. (c) m = 5.

=

Fig. 8. Distribution of link occupancies for rerouting for m = 3 and r = 0.
(a)  = 18. (b)  = 20.

is the distribution calculated from the steady state probabilities.
It is found that under both loading conditions our analysis gives
a much better approximation on the probability of the blocking
state (i.e., occupancy 20) on a link during rerouting than the
steady state distribution. This means that a better estimation of
can be obtained by our analysis.
Fig. 6.

Call blocking probability P

against m for 

= 19.

2) Checking the accuracy of
: Fig. 8 shows the conditional distribution of link occupancy of a direct link when a
and
, we have
rerouting is attempted to it. For
plotted the conditional distributions from simulation and from
and
, respectively. Also shown
analysis with

D. Comparison of Computational Efforts
In a fully connected symmetric network with nodes and
trunks in a direct path, there are
direct paths. The
simulation time is determined by the number of events generated
during the simulation run which is proportional to the number
of direct paths in the network. As a result, the simulation time
aside from other factors.
grows at O
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TABLE I
COMPUTATION TIME OF SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS UNDER DIFFERENT M
AND r FOR m
3, N = 20, AND  = 19 (TIME IN hh:mm:ss)

=

TABLE III
COMPUTATION TIME OF SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS UNDER DIFFERENT N
FOR M = 13, m = 3,  = 0:95N , AND r = 3 (TIME IN hh:mm:ss)

IV. CONCLUSIONS
TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIME OF SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS UNDER DIFFERENT m
FOR M = 13, N = 20,  = 19, AND r = 3 (TIME IN hh:mm:ss)

On the other hand, the computation of our analysis is based
on the fixed-point iteration method. An initial set of link state
, is set arbitrarily. Alternate and
probabilities, denoted as
rerouting traffic rates are computed based on the derived formulae. With these traffic rates, a new set of link state probabilcan be computed and so on. This iteration repeats
ities
is smaller
until the difference of two consecutive sets of
than a predefined error threshold. Therefore, the computation
which is a 2-D
time depends very much on the state space of
. As a result, the computation time of analarray with size of
aside from other factors.
ysis grows at O
We program the analysis in C language and simulation in
SIMSCRIPT on a SUN Sparc 20 workstation with two 75 MHz
processors and 128M memory. Table I compares the computaand for
tion time of simulation and analysis under different
,
and
. It is shown that the run time for
the analytical approach is much faster than that for the simulaand under consideration.
tion for all
Table II shows the computation time of simulation and analfor
,
,
, and
ysis under different
. It can be seen that the run time for the analytical approach
increases rapidly with while the simulation time is relatively
insensitive with the increase of . However, it is shown that the
run time for the analytical approach is much faster than that for
the simulation even when is set to maximum (11 in this case).
Table III shows the computation time of simulation and anal,
,
and
ysis under different for
. It is again found that the run time for the analytical approach is much faster than that for the simulation. For networks
large, the computation time of analysis (of
with trunk size
can be reduced by grouping the occupancy
complexity O
states [26].

A simple rerouting scheme based on LLR was studied in
this paper. Numerical results showed that rerouting can provide a significant throughput increase over LLR under all conditions. More interestingly, rerouting is shown to be an effective
means for maintaining the stability of the network under dynamic routing. Therefore, using rerouting, trunk reservation is
no longer needed and for which additional throughput gain can
be obtained. As using fixed-point-approximation technique, the
proposed model is computationally efficient. Also, the approximate analysis is shown to be quite accurate, especially when
the trunk reservation is used or the number of alternate paths is
small compared to the number of network nodes.
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